CLARE AND GILBERT VALLEYS COUNCIL
HUNDRED OF CLARE
BOCONNOC PARK

ROAD TO BE CLOSED LETTERED A
A TO MERGE WITH SECTION 274

APPROVED BY THE CLARE AND GILBERT VALLEYS COUNCIL
DATED THIS 3rd DAY OF September, 2018

SIGNED: DAVID JEREND
TITLE: Mayor
LICENSED SURVEYOR

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE PORTION OF ROAD TO
BE CLOSED LETTERED A HEREDITARY PUBLIC ROAD
WITHIN THE MEANING OF SECTION 3 OF THE ROADS
(AUTHORITY: PUBLIC MAP)

REF: C16052P1.0 DATE:05/07/18 CML_GWJ
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PRELIMINARY PLAN No 18/0036
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IMAGERY OBTAINED FROM:
PROPERTY LOCATION BROWSER
DATED: FEB 2015

IMPORTANT NOTE: This plan was prepared for public
inspection as a preliminary proceeding for a Road
Process Order, and the Information in this plan is
not suitable for any other purposes.
The property description, road identification and other
features have been compiled from existing information
and have not been verified by field survey.
The plan may change when other information becomes
available under the Road Process Order.
In particular, no reliance should be placed on the
information on this plan for obtained subdivision design
or for any financial dealings involving this land.
This note is an integral part of this plan.